OptiSec
Accurate and Reliable High Capacity
Manure Drying System

OPTISEC – DRIES FRESH MANURE FROM LAYER HOUSES AND FERMENTATION
SUBSTRATES FROM BIOGAS PLANTS
OptiSec is a manure belt-drying tunnel providing optimum drying of fresh or pre-dried manure from cage and
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How it works
When the manure removal process is started, the fresh
manure is transported from the barn to the belt-drying
tunnel by means of conveyor belts. Once it reaches the
belt-drying tunnel, the manure is transported directly
into the dosing station. The quantity of manure put
through the belt-drying tunnel is determined by weight
via electronic load cells. These coordinate the speeds of
both the manure belts inside the barn and the drying
belts. A uniform layer of manure is then spread onto the
topmost drying belt by means of two counter-rotating
worms. When the manure reaches the end of the topmost belt it automatically drops down onto the next
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Ventilation concept of the tunnel

VENTILATION CONCEPT OF THE TUNNEL
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LOADING THE TUNNEL WITH FRESH MANURE OVER THE DOSING STATION

The dosing station is installed in the topmost tier of the drying
tunnel. The quantity of manure, speed of the belts, and the
two distributing spirals are coordinated, ensuring a very even
distribution of manure on the drying belts, resulting in very
consistently dried manure.
• No additional tier is required, allowing the tunnel size to be
reduced by one tier-size
• No additional belt drive is required
• Extra wide belt (70”) for higher capacity
• System can be filled in one hour

CHOPPER
The chopper consists of a rotating shaft, which is equipped with chain
links of approximately 20cm length. The chain links chop up the manure
chunks before they are fully dried, allowing manure to be dried more
evenly. The chopper should be installed in a place where the manure has
already reached a good degree of drying.
• The drive unit is installed on the outside, which protects it from dirt
and facilitates maintenance
• Two easy-to-open doors facilitate cleaning and maintenance

XHD MANURE BELT DRIVE AND WORM REDIRECTION
The XHD manure belt drive features a new pressure unit, making for an improved
power transmission. This way the 1.75m wide belts filled with fresh manure can be
pulled without any problems.
The belts are redirected by a worm with both-way direction. It ensures that dust and
manure rests are removed from the belts by being transported to both sides for a
trouble-free redirection of the manure belt.

PATENTED ROLLER BEARER
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Technical specifications
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